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Ampersands (&'s) in URL s. Note that replacing & with &amp; is only done
when writing the URL in HTML , where "&" is a special character (along with "
<" and ">"). When writing the same URL in a plain text email message or in
the location bar of your browser, you would use "&" and not "&amp;".
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http - escaping ampersand in url - Stack Overflow
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/.../escaping-ampersand-in-url 
This does not only apply to the ampersand in URLs, but to all reserved characters . ... so I
encoded the whole value of the status URL parameter.
url encoding - Should an ampersand be URL encoded in a que…
Jan 28, 2017
url encoding - Do ampersands still need to be encoded in URL…
Mar 12, 2016
urlencode - URL Encoding—Ampersand Problem
Aug 10, 2011
URL encode sees “&” (ampersand) as “&amp;” HTML entity
Aug 22, 2010

Using Ampersands (&'s) in URLs - BurnIgnorance
burnignorance.com/web-development.../using-ampersands-s-in-urls/ 
Note that when replacing & with &amp; is only done when writing the URL in HTML, where “&”
is a special character (along with “<” and “>“). When writing the same URL in a plain text email
message or in the location bar of your browser, you would use “&” and not “&amp;”.

Yes or No for Ampersand "&" in SEO URLs | Moz Q&A | Moz
https://moz.com/community/q/yes-or-no-for-ampersand-in-seo-urls 
Feb 20, 2013 ... Hi Mozzers. I would like to know how crawlers see the ampersand (& or
&amp) in your URLs and if Google frown upon this or not? As far as I ...
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URL Percent Encoding and Ampersand Char - Xah Code
xahlee.info/js/url_encoding.html 
Jun 2, 2009 ... Discovered a subtle issue with automating URL encoding. In URL, if you have
the ampersand “&” char, and if this URL is to be inside a HTML ...

Common HTML Validation Problems - HTMLHelp.com
www.htmlhelp.com/tools/validator/problems.html 
Ampersands (&'s) in URL s. Note that replacing & with &amp; is only done when writing the
URL in HTML , where "&" is a special character (along with "<" and ">"). When writing the
same URL in a plain text email message or in the location bar of your browser, you would use
"&" and not "&amp;".
W riting HTML in a SCRIPT ... - A mpersands (&'s) in URL s

Escaping the Ampersand in URL with field that contains ampersand?
https://www.experts-exchange.com/.../Escaping-the-Ampersand-in-URL-with -fieldthat-contains-ampersand.html 
ColdFusion 5 - SQL Server 2000 I have a form with an input field that sometimes gets input with
an ampersand (&) ... When I pass the URL to the next page, 'Me ...

Onebox incorrectly encodes urls with ampersands - bug - Discourse ...
https://meta.discourse.org/t/onebox...urls-with-ampersands/61542 
Dec 20, 2017 ... I'm finding that onebox is incorrectly encoding urls, e.g. ampersands in the
following url are encoded so the url doesn't work as expected: The ...

Query string - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Query_string 
On the World Wide Web, a query string is the part of a uniform resource locator ( URL) ... In
the example URL below, multiple query parameters are separated by the ampersand, " & ":
http://example.com/path/to/page?name=ferret&color=purple .

When making a call to a URL with an ampersand it replaces the ...
https://github.com/shoreditch-ops/artillery/issues/236 
Dec 27, 2016 ... While making a call that contains an ampersand in the signed URL from S3, it
replaces the & with & amp ; causing a 403 forbidden error.

Ampersand in URL - Google Groups
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/dispatch-scala/... 
I did realize in testing this that the `/` method for building paths wasn't url- encoding, and it
probably should (tho it's arguable) so I changed that ...
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